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Marketing Mastery Program – Module 3
GOOGLE ADWORDS

This module is all about Google Adwords an advertising service by Google, for businesses
wanting to display ads online and use the Google advertising network. Businesses can create
ads, using keywords or words that people type into search engines such as Google, Yahoo and
Bing when looking for products, services and companies. The Adwords program enables
businesses to set a budget for advertising and only pay when people click on their ad. This type
of advertising lets you reach new customers and grow your business in a very inexpensive
manner.

Requirements
 Must set-up a free Google Gmail or a paid Google Business Gmail Account and have it up and
running prior to starting this module.
 Must view resources list – Please visit https://support.google.com/adwords and review the
following 3 short videos prior to the course
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The videos below are also for review prior to the start of the course:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tx2L6EGa9DY
Getting Started with Google Adwords
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Oz0V1Tqi7Wk
Adwords: Create your First Campaign
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6TqVPoLg3sE
3 Steps to Keyword Success

Matchbook Advertising
What does “matchbook advertising” have to do with Google Adwords Business Advertising?
Matchbook advertising was known as the “best thing since sliced bread”. In its day, matchbook
advertising was the top advertising medium by far. It was known as a mini-billboard in your
hand was cost effective (costing only cents on the dollar) and the majority of people saw it,
creating millions of views.

So why did match books work anyway?
 Everyone could afford them
 It was an advertising medium that provided equal opportunity, from big corporations to small
business owners
 You were able to target your audience specific to your local area
 Almost everyone smoked and that meant using matchbooks, giving your business: Impressions!
Impressions! Impressions! (Views)
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Now what does this have to do with Google Business Advertising?






Google’s matchbooks in today’s terms are called Google Adwords and how it correlates is
simple:
Every small business can afford it
As a small business you can advertise more often in your peak periods
You can advertise special events and/or promotions
You can advertise at a nominal fee to compete with phone books and their directories
With Google Business Advertising you can compete with big businesses and target the exact
keyword phrases they are using. You can utilize geographic mapping so that your target
audience remains in your local trading area, this is the power of internet marketing and it is
ironic how similar it is to matchbook advertising. This means you can provide your business,
Impressions! Impressions! Impressions! (Clicks)
Advertise where your customers are looking for you! Almost everyone is online and mobile
searches are GROWING, in fact more than 400% since 2010. People are using tablets and smart
phones from the minute they wake up until they go to bed. If you are not utilizing Google
Adwords Business Advertising you are missing out.

Driving Website Traffic
Generating Traffic the best and most effective way
Traffic = Power
People say knowledge is power, well with the web Traffic is Power
There are only a few ways to get traffic
 Organic - SEO happens naturally over time, not the fastest way to get traffic at
first but an absolute priority to being found; and here the rules are always
changing. What worked yesterday to get organic rankings does not work today.
 Local - Google Places - claim yours, very IMPORTANT to being found.
 Buy it – Google Advertising Adwords is the quickest and fastest way to get traffic
to your web site
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The best of the best is having all three working for you = Be Found! Be Noticed! Be Profitable!

What we will talk about TODAY
Buying Traffic to get prospects to your website
This concept is about building a data base, promoting a product or service you are selling and
moving a prospect through your “Sales Cycle”
How all three work together, Organic, local and buying
Google Adwords
 We can get started right away
 Google’s advertising system = sponsored links
 The ads that appear at the top and the right hand side of a web page (not always at top
sometimes only at right) are always labeled sponsored links
 The three (3) best ways to drive traffic to your website that has a physical location is
1) SEO website optimization 2) Google Places 3) Google Adwords, these three things
are linked and necessary for your website to work.
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Keyword Based
 Ads based on keywords that a user will type in
 Keywords are what an end user searches with in Google, Yahoo or Bing
 Advertisers bid on placement of their ads when specific keywords are searched
 For example if searchers type in “ Winter Tires” = 2 words / keyword phrase, winter tire
ads will appear
 These Ads work on a PPC Model = Pay Per Click (you pay Google when someone clicks
on your Ad)

Pay Per Click
 You agree to pay Google when someone clicks on your Ad
 You pay only if someone clicks on your Ad so you pay for the results = a click
 You can pay anywhere from - $0.01 to $50.00 per click (the more you pay the higher on
the list you appear) (also depends on the competitive nature of your industry)
 Example – you are selling a $20.00 product with a cost of goods (COG) of $5.00
You start by paying Google $0.05 per click
You allocate $5.00 a day for PPC =$35.00 a wk.
At the end of a week your results are:
100 clicks and a sale of 4 products=$80.00
$80.00sales - $35.00PPC-$15.00COG = $30.00 profit
11 Steps to Creating a Campaign
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Create an AdWords account
Name Your Campaign
Choose Location
Choose Language
Bidding and Budget
Ad Extensions and Advanced Settings
Creating Your Ad
Choose Your Keywords
Billing
Google Trends
Review and Confirm the Campaign with Google
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1. Create an Adwords account


Sign into your Gmail account



Click on and open a NEW Tab at the top, in the address bar type “adwords.google.com”



Create an Adwords Account
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2.

Name Your Campaign








Copy from an existing campaign
Campaign Name is like your top level folder
Ad Group is a sub-folder
You can have an unlimited number of Ad Groups for each Campaign you set up
Your Ad Group names should represent the keywords you have in it.
Example – Campaign Name - “Summer Tire Sale”
Ad Groups for this campaign “Passenger Tires”, “SUV Tires”, “Light Truck Tires”
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3.

Choose a Geographic Radius Location

Where are your customers?
Set your geographic radius so that your Ads are seen by your potential clients whether it’s your
city/town, province, country or worldwide.
Used for a Physical Location (not for on-line stores)
Limits your Ads to the area(s) where your customers are located
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4.

Choose Language

Language targeting lets you select the language of the sites you would like your Ad to appear
on. If you try to communicate with people that don’t speak the same language it will be tough
to get your message across.

5.

Bidding and Budget

You’re in control of your budget; you decide how much you want to spend each day for
Adwords
You enter your bid strategy

Manual Bidding - You can enter the maximum $ amount you are willing to spend Cost per Click
(CPC) this is the MAX and doesn’t mean you are going to pay this every time.
Automatic Bidding – you can let Adwords adjust your CPC bids that will bring you the most
clicks possible within your daily budget.
Set your DAILY budget
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This amount is spread out over the course of the whole day. Suggest around $5.00 per day
when selling a service.
If you are selling a product online it will depend on the product and the cost, you may set a
daily budget of $20.00 to $50.00 per day – depending on your goal and the competitive nature
of your product.
The idea is to make more money than the Ad cost!

How do you know what to budget?
What do you make per sale? Example: let’s say it is $20
What is your conversion ratio?
Here is the formula …..
(Profit that you make per sale x units sold) divided by 100 = Max you are willing to pay for the
PPC method
Example: $20.00 x 3 = $60 divide by 100 = max pay per click is $0.60 ppc
Example: Profit $15.00 x 2 sales divide by 100 = $0.30 Max ppc
Take the MAX PPC and divide by 50% and that is the number to use
This is a floating number, it will change
This assuming we don’t keep any money
Generally speaking start as low as $0.10 and build up from there
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6.

Ad Extensions and Advanced Settings
●

Use the “Extend your ads with location” if you have a physical location clients will visit to
use a service or purchase a product

 In the Advanced Settings you can schedule your Ad campaign start date and end date and you
can schedule the days of the week and times you would like your Ad to run.
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7.

Creating Your Ad

This is the most important part of the whole Adwords process to get targeted visitors to your
site. Your Ad must be well written in order to get prospects to click on it, and then take them to
a web page on your site that gives them the full details. Your Ad can only be 4 lines long, so you
have to be very selective in the words you choose
My Adwords Ad System
You only have 4 lines to work with so help your Ads reach the right people
Headline – 25 Characters
The first line of your Ad is important; it gets customers to notice you by using keywords.
Customers will notice a headline that matches what they are looking for
Description Line 1 – 35 Characters
Description Line 2 – 35 Characters
The space is limited for your description so highlight the most important details about
your product/service
Display URL (website) – 35 Characters
Shows searchers the website you are promoting and should provide them with a clear
idea of what your business is.
Destination URL (website Landing Page) – 2047 Characters
Directs the client to a specific landing page, where you have a full description of the
product or service you are advertising, you do not want to direct someone to your home
page and make them search for that product or service.
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How to Write the Best Ad
Adwords forces you to become a great copywriter whether you want to or not
You need to use the best words in order to outperform your competitors
Some people spend big money in order to find the best keywords
Google makes it easy
Go to Google and use the search bar to search one of your keywords
Now look at the Adwords Ads that appear on the page
What do you like best about them?
What parts do you like best?
Pick and choose different parts from each of the Ads shown… even put your own spin on them
Mix and Match their Ads to create your own
You’re done
Your Ads
Always start with Two ads to work with NEVER make just one!
You will be able to split test (see which Ad does better) in Google and find the one that works
When you delete the loser then create another to again split test the winner.
You’ll find one will outperform the other
Sometimes it takes time to see which one works best
Sometimes results are marginal
Sometimes results are obvious
Look at your results after 100 @0.10 = $10.00 clicks or go by which Ad gets a 100 clicks first
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Ad Groups Example
Campaign Name: Winter Tire Sale
Ad Group Name: Winter Tires
It is important that everything listed in the Ad Group contain the key word (Tire/Tires) so that
any search using that word will bring up your ad
Create a keyword list, using the Google Keyword Tool, to use in your advertising (see below)

8.

Choosing Your Keywords

Type in Google Keyword Tool – then type in “Winter Tires Orillia” and the result is a list of all
the keywords you could use. Use the keywords that are getting the most hits - application is
FREE
You can use all kinds of keywords software but most are overkill and complicated to use
FREE can be good = Google
DO NOT OVER COMPLICATE THIS!
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Google’s Keyword Tool
Here’s how it works
Choose: Descriptive Words or Phrases that reflect the product/service that you are advertising
Enter in a keyword phrase and they will give examples of other related keywords
Keep To a Theme
Remember you want to stick to a theme (a single product/service for a single Ad) for each Ad
Group you choose. One campaign maybe Passenger Tires, or Performance Tires and another
Light Truck & SUV Tires etc.
If your Ad Group was “performance tires” then all the keywords you choose must contain the
words "performance tires" in that order
You can always create more Ad Groups
In this case we want the word “Winter Tires” to be the main keyword in our Ad
How Many Keywords
You really want to stick to 20 keywords or less in each Ad Group
It is better to keep it to about 10 keywords (choose those that get the most hits)
Keywords must be in your website landing page content
What if Google doesn’t recognize your keyword as one being on you site? If you do not have a
website landing page that is relevant to the Google Adwords Advertising you are wasting your
money, time, energy and effort.
Keyword Placement
Your keyword should appear in the –
Headline – keyword must appear in headline ….
Description Line 1 or 2 – keyword must be here
In the display URL – keyword must be here.
Destination URL – keyword must be here also.
Relevancy Is the Key Factor
Create Ad Groups in a specific way; the Ad Campaign name is for internal purposes for you to
organize multiple Ad Groups. Each Ad Group targets a specific Keyword Phrase
Google wants only relevant content – that is how it works so give them what they want. They
are consumer driven meaning the User (searcher)
This applies to Organic Search (website landing page) and in Adwords Advertising - Pay per
Click: There have to be keyword’s and must be done properly and in a certain way.
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If your keyword phrases are not relevant between the Ad and the Landing Page, Google will
penalize you, the penalty is when you go to bid you will find you will have to put in a high bid to
participate, sometimes as much as $10 per click. If it is done properly you will get in at a
moderate bid range. In other words they are prepared to take your money and more of it if you
don’t know what you are doing.
See If Any Keywords Are Disabled:
Save the Campaign
Click on the Ad Group to see if any keywords are disabled because of too low of bids
It they are disabled ….
Is your general bid too low?

Are these necessary key words?
Know you have two choices …. delete the key word or raise the bid. If the keyword won’t show
up active or first page ranking Google will ask, do you want to raise the bid or just get rid of the
keyword?

9.

Billing





You setup your billing through Billing Preferences.
You create your Billing Profile
Choose your settings; credit card, billing address, promotional codes?
Make a payment schedule, amount you are willing to spend. Daily budget X 30.4 days
will equal your monthly budget.
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10.

Google Trends

Works just like a search engine http://www.google.com/trends/
Example “Winter Tires” Canada, Ontario, shows that searches spike during the winter months
You can see which seasonal months to advertise most in.
It also shows top Cities
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11. Review and Confirm the Campaign with Google - Verify Your Ad Position
Click on the Ad Group
Click the “Keyword tab”
Click “Edit Keywords”
Click “Estimate Search Traffic” using Google tools
This will give you an idea of how much traffic you are going to receive per day and the cost
It also gives you the position of the ads
You can adjust overall CPC (Cost per Click) to improve position, optimal position is between 1-6
spot
Negative Factors
In using Google Adwords you don’t want everyone to click on your ads, this is the mistake
everyone makes; you only want qualified people to click: People who are looking for your
advertised product or service.
 Adding negative keywords protects your campaign from unwanted search queries and
the associated cost
 Negative keywords can be added at both the Campaign level and the AdGroup level
Example: if you are selling Spa Covers but not Spa Accessories then you could add accessory or
accessories to your negative keyword list.

“As business owners we are in the communications business,
To spread the word, the news about our product &/or service
And learn about the flow of this communication.” – Rodney Hough

Module 3 GOOGLE ADWORDS Summary
When it comes to using Google AdWords, a little bit of research and planning can go a very
long way. Using Keywords to find a particular product or service is a natural process for a
consumer; one which harkens back to the days when the Yellow Pages were the only
method available. By ensuring your keywords are attracting qualified customers, and by
monitoring and testing your results, you can truly harness this simple form of advertising
many times over as the needs of your customer changes.
Happy AdWording!
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